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ABSTRACT 
 
ANDRI ALGHONI (2014). The Messages Revealed through Kimberly’s 
Struggle to Escape from Poverty as seen in Jean Kwok’s Girl in Translation. 
Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata Dharma 
University. 
 
 This study discusses the book entitled Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok. 
The objective of this study is to show that there are some messages that the author 
tries to deliver. There are three problems analyzed. These problems cover the 
description of Kimberly’s poverty, Kimberly’s struggle to escape from poverty, 
and the messages that revealed through Kimberly’s Struggle. 
 To answer the problems, the writer uses four theories. The first theory 
used is theory of character. This theory is used because the writer analyzes a 
character. The second theory is theory of poverty. It is used to give understanding 
about poverty. The third theory is theory of struggle. This theory is used to give 
explanation about struggle. The fourth theory is theory of message. This theory is 
used to reveal the messages in the novel. In this study, the writer uses objective 
approach. Objective approach is chosen by the writer since the writer only focus 
in the intrinsic elements of the novel. 
 For this study, the writer conducts library research. By taking this method, 
the writer can be closer to the text. Then the analysis is done by researching the 
data or theories by finding it in the books or internet. 
 At last, the result of this study is the writer finds that there are some 
messages that the writer tries to deliver through Kimberly’s struggle. The main 
character, Kim Chang or called Kimberly, She is an eleven year old girl who 
moved from Hong Kong to New York. In New York Kimberly lived in poverty 
but because she studied hard and worked hard, she finally can escape from 
poverty and become a surgeon. Although her life is difficult but she never gives 
up and keeps her education as her priority. Through education finally Kimberly 
can escape from poverty. The writer finds that the messages revealed through 
Kimberly’s struggle are education is a way to escape from poverty and never give 
up. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
ANDRI ALGHONI (2014). The Messages Revealed through Kimberly’s 
Struggle to Escape from Poverty as seen in Jean Kwok’s Girl in Translation. 
Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma. 
 
 Study ini membahas buku berjudul Girl in Translation oleh Jean Kwok. 
Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk menunjukkan bahwa ada pesan-pesan yang 
ingin disampaikan oleh pengarang. Ada tiga masalah yang akan dianalisis. 
Masalah-masalah ini mencakup gambaran kemiskinan yang dialami Kimberly, 
perjuangan Kimberly untuk keluar dari kemiskinan, dan pesan yang terungkap 
melalui perjuangan Kimberly.  
Untuk menjawab permasalahan, penulis menggunakan empat teori. Teori 
pertama yang digunakan adalah teori karakter. Teori ini digunakan karena penulis 
menganalisis karakter dalam novel. Teori kedua adalah teori kemiskinan. teori ini 
digunakan untuk memberikan pemahaman tentang kemiskinan. Teori ketiga 
adalah teori perjuangan. Teori ini digunakan untuk memberikan penjelasan 
mengenai perjuangan. Teori keempat adalah teori pesan. Teori ini digunakan 
untuk mengungkapkan pesan dalam novel. Dalam penelitian ini, penulis 
menggunakan pendekatan objektif. Pendekatan objektif dipilih oleh penulis 
karena penulis hanya fokus pada unsur-unsur intrinsik novel.  
Untuk penelitian ini, penulis menggunakan riset pustaka. Dengan 
mengambil metode ini, penulis dapat lebih dekat dengan teks. Maka analisis 
dilakukan dengan meneliti data atau teori dengan mencari di buku atau internet.  
Akhirnya, hasil dari penelitian ini penulis menemukan bahwa ada 
beberapa pesan yang ingin disampaikan oleh pengarang melalui perjuangan 
Kimberly. Karakter utama, Kim Chang atau dipanggil Kimberly, Dia adalah 
seorang anak perempuan berusia sebelas tahun yang pindah dari Hong Kong ke 
New York. Di New York Kimberly hidup dalam kemiskinan tetapi karena ia 
belajar keras dan bekerja keras, dia akhirnya bisa keluar dari kemiskinan dan 
menjadi ahli bedah. Meskipun hidupnya sulit tapi dia tidak pernah menyerah dan 
terus menjaga pendidikan sebagai prioritas utamanya. Melalui pendidikan 
akhirnya Kimberly bisa lepas dari kemiskinan. Penulis menemukan bahwa pesan-
pesan yang terungkap melalui perjuangan Kimberly adalah pendidikan merupakan 
jalan untuk keluar dari kemiskinan dan jangan pernah menyerah. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter consists of four sections: Background of the Study, Problem 
Formulation, Objectives of the Study, and Definition of Terms. Background of the 
Study describes the reason why the topic is chosen and worth studying. Problem 
Formulation provides the questions that will be discussed. Objectives of the Study are 
the purposes of this study which is to answer the problem formulations. Definition of 
Terms explains the key terms that are used in this study to avoid any 
misunderstanding. 
 
A. Background of the Study 
To live in this world is not easy. People always have problems in their life. As 
long as human being live in this world, problems will always come to their life. 
Problems come and go without warning and people must be ready to face it. Some 
people may stress and give up even run away from their problems, but it does not 
solve their problems. The only way to escape from a problem is by face it bravely and 
never gives up struggle. People must struggle to find a way to solve their problem. 
When people can solve a problem, they learn something new and become stronger 
than before. 
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One of people’s problems is poverty. Poverty is a kind of economic problem. 
This problem usually belongs to people who live in low economic status or under 
poverty line. Those are people who have small income and cannot fulfill their basic 
needs. Basic needs are like food, clothes, and lodging. Adam Smith in Economist and 
Poverty: From Adam Smith to Amartya Sen says “food, clothing and lodging 
constitute the basic needs. If a person lack of these basic needs of man, he or she is 
poor” (2005:33).  
Poverty is everywhere. It is a big challenge to solve poverty. Poverty is like a 
disease which attacks every country. Even a wealthy country like America still has to 
deal with poverty. Of course being poor in America has different meaning than being 
poor in Africa. As a wealthy country, America has high standard of living than 
developing countries that makes people in America who considered poor still could 
live normally. Poverty has different faces in every country, although they look 
different but they still called poverty. Clift Gifford in his book The Voice: Poverty 
explains that although being poor in wealthy country is not as bad as being poor in 
developing countries but that does not mean easier (2009: 13).  
These problems related to poverty are often described in literary works. 
Literary works are not just art but also reflection of real life. Wellek and Warren in 
Theory of Literature explain that, 
Literature is the reflection of human feeling toward his life. It is closely 
related to human experience through which we can learn the image of human 
beings that is expressed in the written way. It can also be defined as the work 
of arts which represent human life (1956: 94). 
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Literary works as media to reflect real life event always have valuable messages in 
them. In order to obtain the messages in a literary work, the reader must read the 
whole literary work and have critical thinking about what they read. Critical thinking 
is important because some messages are not stated clearly. Beaty and Hunter in New 
Worlds of Literature state that “the author encodes a message that you “receive,” 
open the envelope, and read; or the author sees a great truth, which he teaches you by 
example” (1989:899). As the reader obtains the messages, the reader also learns 
something valuable from the literary work.  
One of literary works that the writer chose as an object of the study is a novel 
Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok. This novel tells about an eleven year old girl 
called Kimberly. She is a Chinese girl who moved from Hong Kong to New York in 
1970 as an immigrant. In 1970 Hong Kong was in process to be returned to China 
from British rule. Kimberly and her mother realized that there is no hope for them if 
they stay in Hong Kong, so they moved to get a better future in America as they 
called it a golden mountain. A better future is not easy to get. Kimberly lived in 
poverty in New York since she did not have much help at there. 
 Kimberly spent her childhood in a hard way. When she arrived in New York 
she only could speak English a little. She must struggle hard in every step of her life. 
Her mother worked at sweatshop and Kimberly must help her mother after school. 
Kimberly is a student in the morning and sweatshop worker in the evening. Although 
she lived in a hard way but she keeps the struggle to take her and her mother escape 
from poverty. Girl in Translation as a literary work has valuable  messages that the 
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author tries to deliver through Kimberly and the writer wants to reveal those 
messages. 
B. Problem Formulation 
1. How is Kimberly’s poverty described in the novel? 
2. How is Kimberly’s struggle to escape from poverty depicted? 
3. What are the messages revealed through Kimberly’s struggle to escape from 
poverty? 
 
C. Objectives of the Study 
Objectives of the Study are the purposes of this study. The purpose of this 
study is to understand the messages through Kimberly’s struggle to escape from 
poverty. Problem formulation is available to be answered so that the writer can draw 
a reasonable conclusion to state the result of the study. In the other hand the 
objectives of the study are to answer the problem formulation.  
The first objective is to see Kimberly’s life in poverty. The aim of the first 
objective is to show that Kimberly live under poverty line. The second objective is to 
analyze how Kimberly’s struggle to escape from poverty. The aim of the second 
objective is to know what Kimberly does to escape from poverty. The third objective 
is to understand the messages behind Kimberly’s struggle to escape from poverty. 
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D. Definition of Terms 
1. Message 
Message is an easy conclusion that can be simply stated or summarized inside 
a work of art (Beaty and Hunter, 1989: 900). 
2. Struggle 
Struggle is effort under difficulties to keep struggling in dealing toward 
problems which emerging in life (Abate, 1996:1514). 
3. Poverty 
Poverty is a condition when a man lack of basic needs. Food, clothing and 
lodging constitute the basic needs. If a person lack of these basic needs, he or she is 
poor (Smith, 2005:33). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
This chapter consists of three sections: Review of Related Studies, Review of 
Related Theories, and Theoretical Framework. Review of Related Studies provides 
other related studies done by other researchers to show the stand of this study. 
Review of Related Theories provides some relevant theories to support this study. 
Theoretical Framework explains the contribution of the theories and reviews to solve 
the problems in this study. 
 
A. Review of Related Studies 
Novel Girl in Translation was published in 2010 and considered as a new 
novel. Related studies about this novel have not published yet so the writer chose 
similar topic as review of related studies. 
1. The Messages Revealed through the Main Character’s Ways to Survive in 
Yann Martel’s Life of Pi by RendyYoewono (2008) 
In his study Yoewono shows the characteristic of Pi Patel as the main 
character in the novel that helps him to survive through the ocean. Yoewono 
concludes that characteristics of Pi Patel are intelligent, open-minded, spiritual, and 
has strong determination. There are some ways that Pi Patel does in order to survive, 
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those are: firstly Pi Patel survived by recognizing and using his strength. Secondly he 
is realistic about the situation. Thirdly he is adopting positive attitude.  
In the ways to survive there are some messages that the author Yann Martel 
wants to deliver implicitly. The messages that Yoewono gets by analyzing the novel 
are: the first message is about the mind as human’s greatest strength. The second 
message is about the importance to adapt the current situation. The third message is 
to not give up easily.  
2. The Messages Revealed through Hasari Pal and His Conflicts in Dominique 
Lapierre’s The City of Joy by Agustinus Damar Priyanugraha (2013) 
In this study, Damar also does research about the messages that hidden in the 
novel. In order to achieve the messages, Damar starts his explanation about the 
characteristics of Hasari Pal as the main character. Damar concludes that the 
characteristics of Hasari Pal are: rational, tough, and loving. After Damar finds the 
characteristics, then he shows how those characteristics help Hasari Pal to face the 
conflict. As a literary work, The City of Joy also has messages that the author 
Dominique Lapierre wants to deliver. After analyzing it further, Damar finds some 
possible message that hidden in the novel. Those possible messages that Damar 
achieves from the novel are: first, never giving up with situation. Second, sacrifice for 
someone whom we love. Third, face the problem with rationality. 
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After reads the review of the studies, the writer has an understanding about 
revealing messages in a novel. Every literature has messages in it and the novel Girl 
in Translation as a literary work also has hidden messages in it. Therefore, in this 
study the writer wants to do research about messages that can be taken from the novel 
Girl in Translation. Those messages are not easy to get because it is not stated clearly 
and need to be analyzed further to find it. 
Because related studies about Girl in Translation have not found yet, it shows 
that Girl in Translation is never being studied before. Therefor the writer shows his 
stand of originality that there is no source to do plagiarism. 
B. Review of Related Theories 
1. Theory of Character 
Characters have important role in every story, especially for the main 
characters. In a story there can be one or more main characters that will be the focus 
of the story. As a focus of the story, characters must have something interesting in 
them to be seen by the readers. Those are personality and quality. The author gives 
characters a personality, moral and dispositional qualities as M.H Abrams states In A 
Glossary of Literary Terms: Fourth Edition, 
The persons presented in a dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by 
the reader as being endowed with moral and dispositional qualities that are 
expressed in what they say-the dialogue- and by what they do-the action. The 
grounds in a character’s temperament and moral nature for his speech and 
actions constitute his motivation (Abrams, 1981: 34). 
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From the quotation, it can be seen that a character has acts and dialogues that 
create an image of its personality. It is also “motivation” that stirs a character to do 
something.  In this study the writer analyzes Kimberly as the main character to find 
the messages beyond her acts and dialogues in her struggle. This theory helps the 
writer to understand Kimberly’s qualities that represent the messages in the story. 
2. Theory of Poverty 
Poverty as a common problem that human being always has to face in real life 
often brought into a literary work. As a reflection of real life, poverty that described 
in literary works also has specific description. Adam Smith in Economist and 
Poverty: From Adam Smith to Amartya Sen says “food, clothing and lodging 
constitute the basic needs. If a person lack of these basic needs of man, he or she is 
poor” (Smith, 2005:33).  
There are two types of poverty, absolute poverty and relative poverty. 
According to Marcia Amidon Lusted in her book entitled Poverty, she explains that 
absolute poverty or even called extreme poverty is a condition when a person lack of 
the most basic needs like food, water, clothes and housing, while relative poverty is a 
condition when a person has fewer incomes than others in same society (2010:10). 
Poverty has relation with place where people live because poverty has 
different poverty line in different country or place. Marcia states “because the 
definition of basic needs varies across societies, so does the poverty line” (2010:8). In 
some place a person will be considered poor if his or her income below the poverty 
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standard even though that standard is higher than other placers. It can make a person 
considered poor in a country but if he or she live in other country he or she will 
considered wealthy.  
Poverty also has relation with the number of member in a family. Marcia 
explains “The number of member in a household and their needs also affects the 
poverty line” (2010:8). A family with a lot member has high possibilities to be poor. 
This is because every person in the family has to fulfill their needs and that cost 
money. That is why government in every country tries to suppress the birth rate in in 
order to avoid poverty. 
3. Theory of Struggle 
Struggle is the effort that the main character has in a story to make the story 
interesting to follow. In every story there is always a problem or conflict that the 
main character must face and solve. The problems are varies in every story, but the 
spirit of struggle is always the same. According to Abate, struggle is effort under 
difficulties to keep struggling in dealing toward problems which emerging in life 
(1996:1514).  
Every story has different conflict that the main character must struggle to 
solve it. Because the problems are different so does the struggle. A character may 
struggle against society, another person, or even with the main character himself or 
herself. According to Holman and Harmon in A Handbook of Literature struggle is 
not only a protagonist against someone or something, it is also implies the existence 
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of motivation to reach a goal (1986:108). It means that there is a reason why a 
character does the struggle. In the process of the struggle there will be some messages 
that valuable to take and learned by the readers. Struggle itself is divided into 4 parts 
by Holman and Harmon: 
a. A struggle against nature 
It is a struggle against nature forces as the main enemy or problem. It is where 
the main character has to deal with hurricane, flood, earthquake, and etc. 
b. A struggle against another person 
It is a struggle to fight against other person. In this case, the main character 
must face another person as the enemy or problem. 
c. A struggle against society 
It is a struggle to fight against society, where the character must deal with 
society’s perspective and point of view.  
d. A struggle against fate or destiny 
This is a struggle against the main character himself or herself where he or she 
wants to change his or her destiny (1986: 107).  
The writer looks that poverty has relation with fate or destiny. According to 
Willian O’Hare in book Poverty in America: A Handbook, he states that “poor 
families are trapped in cycle of poverty that few escape” (Iceland, 2012: 3). It is mean 
that if a family is in poverty, there is a big chance that the children will inherit the 
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poverty and only few who can escape. It is only a struggle which can make them 
survive from poverty. 
Those kinds of struggle are important to understand in order to make sure 
what kind of struggle that Kimberly does in the novel and what she does to solve it. 
In this study, poverty is Kimberly’s enemy or her conflict that she must struggle to 
solve it. How far and how strong Kimberly struggle is can be seen after the writer 
applies this theory in his analysis.  
4. Theory of Message 
In every story there is always a hidden message that the author wants to 
delivery. The message can be stated clearly or implicitly by the acts of the main 
character. Beaty and Hunter in New Worlds of Literature state that “the author 
encodes a message that you “receive,” open the envelope, and read; or the author sees 
a great truth, which he teaches you by example” (1989:899). 
A reader must read the whole the story if he or she wants to get the message 
hidden in it. After a reader reads the whole story, he or she can summarized and think 
again about what he or she just read. Beaty and Hunter says that “message is an easy 
conclusion that can be simply stated or summarized inside a work of art” (Beaty and 
Hunter, 1989: 900). It is easy to get the message if the message is already stated 
clearly but on the other side it is very difficult to understand the true message if it is 
not stated clearly on text.  
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Critical thinking is needed to discover a message that stated explicitly in text. 
Readers may have different interpretation of message in the same story. It happens 
because every reader has their own perspective of what they read. In this study the 
writer analyzes the novel using critical thinking and his perspective. 
5. Theory of Formalism 
In this study theory of formalism needs to be understood because the writer 
chooses objective criticism as the way to conduct this study. According to Abrams, 
there are four ways to see the relation of an art; art with universe (mimetic), art with 
audience (pragmatic), art with the maker (expressive) and art with the art itself 
(objective) (1979: 7). From those four types point of view, the writer chooses 
objective criticism to reveal the message and only focuses on the art itself without 
any extrinsic elements. Abrams explains objective criticism as, 
The work of art in isolation from all these external points of reference, 
analyzes it as a self-sufficient entity constituted by its parts in their internal 
relations, and set out to judge it solely by criteria intrinsic to its own mode of 
being (1979: 26). 
Under objective criticism there lies formalistic criticism. Formalism gives 
specific explanation about how to analyze a literary work based on objective 
perspective. According to Guerin, applying formalistic approach means we analyze a 
literary work and look for elements that contribute to the unique quality of the work 
such as, 
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Structure, shape, interplay, interrelationship, denotation and connotations, 
contexts, images, symbols, repeated details, climax, denouement, balances 
and tensions, rhythms and rhymes that catch our attention, sounds that do the 
same, the speaker’s apparent voice, a single line - or even a word - set off all 
by itself (2011: 75).  
Formalism with all the intrinsic elements focuses on the unique quality which 
builds the work. The unique quality in the novel can leads to the hidden message. 
With formalism, the writer put aside all the extrinsic elements and only focuses on 
intrinsic elements to analyze the messages in the novel.  
 
C. Theoretical Framework 
This part explains how the writer uses the theories above to analyze this study. 
Those theories are necessary to support the analytical idea from the writer. The writer 
uses theory of poverty, struggle, and message to answer the problem formulation.  
Theory of character is important because the writer analyzes a character of a 
novel. Kimberly is the main character in Jean Kwok’s Girl in translation. This theory 
helps the writer to understand that Kimberly’s acts have valuable qualities that can be 
taken as a message.  In order to discover the hidden message under her struggle, this 
understanding is necessary.  
Theory of poverty is necessary to give the writer understanding about poverty.  
This theory also used as a parameter to define Kimberly’s poverty. The writer 
analyzes the condition of Kimberly in the novel, the place where she lives, the food 
that she eats, the clothes that she wears, and the way she through the day after day. 
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This theory also gives the writer some particular characteristics of poor people. The 
writer uses those characteristics to analyze Kimberly’s life, to see whether or not she 
is living under poverty line.  
Theory of struggle is used to analyze how Kimberly escapes from poverty. By 
understanding the theory about struggle, the writer has ability to look into Kimberly’s 
activity that considered struggle in her life. The writer analyzes what Kimberly does 
to escapes from poverty and how strong her struggle is.  
Theory of message is used to discover the message that hidden in the novel. 
By understanding the theory about message, the writer knows what to do to achieve a 
message in a text. The writer reads closely and uses critical thinking to reveal the 
hidden message beneath Kimberly’s struggle.  
Theory of formalism is needed to be understood because the writer uses 
objective criticism as the way to conduct this study. With objective criticism the 
writer ignores outside references and only focuses on intrinsic elements in the novel 
to analyze the messages.  
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter consist of three parts, those are: Object of The Study, Approach 
of the Study, and Method of the Study. Object of The Study describes about the novel 
that the writer choose to be studied. Approach of the Study tells about the approach 
that the writer choose as the point of view in this study. Method of Study shows the 
steps that the writer does to complete this undergraduate thesis.  
 
A. Object of the Study 
The object of this study is a novel Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok. Girl in 
Translation was published in USA in 2010 by Riverhead Books, a member of 
Penguin Group (USA) Inc. It contains 290 pages and fourteen chapters. The setting of 
this novel is in New York in 1970. This novel generally tells about an eleven year old 
girl named Kimberly who moved from Hong Kong to New York as an Immigrant.  
Kimberly as the main character in this story has to deal with a new world that 
she never knows about. She moved from Hong Kong to New York in 1970 because 
of political reason where Hong Kong was given back to China from British rule. 
Kimberly and her mother moved to New York to look for a better future as they say 
America as a golden mountain. 
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Moved to New York does not change their future in instant. Instead of getting 
a better life, they get the worst life they ever have. They live in a small apartment that 
has no heat. Rats and cockroaches are always disturbing them. Kimberly’s mother 
must work in sweatshop because she must pay her debt to her sister Aunt Paula. 
Kimberly always helps her mother to work in sweatshop after school until late night. 
She is a student in the morning and a sweatshop worker in the evening. That is how 
Kimberly through her days. 
Realize that her life would not change if she does not success in her education, 
so Kimberly does everything that she can. When Kimberly came to New York for the 
first time, she does not know English very much. She bought a dictionary and in 
every free time that she has, she always read her dictionary until her dictionary fell 
apart and irreparable. Because of her struggle she begins to understand and learn 
about English language. 
When her English get better, Kimberly start to get better too in her education 
in New York. She is a smart girl at the start so study is not a problem for her. This 
story tells about how Kimberly struggle day after day to escape from poverty. 
Kimberly also must hide her identity as a sweatshop worker from her friends because 
sweatshop is illegal and Kimberly is still under the proper age for work. Her status as 
illegal worker at sweatshop makes her to keep a distance from her friends. Girl in 
Translation by Jean Kwok deliver point of view from Chinese immigrant who 
survive in New York.  
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B. Approach of the Study 
In order to get specific analysis, the writer should use an approach to do his 
study. Approach is the point of view about how or in which way the writer would see 
the literary work. It gives particular influence to appreciate a work of literature. 
According to Mary Rohrberger and Samuel H. Woods in Reading and Writing about 
Literature : 
 
Approach gives a significant influence and best guide to the appreciation of a 
particular work of literature. An approach has its proper insight to give, and 
part of the task of the critic and the reader of literature is to find the approach 
or approaches that will best lead to a just appreciation of a particular work” 
(1971: 15). 
 
The writer chooses objective criticism as the approach to conduct this study. 
Objective criticism focuses on the literary work itself with intrinsic elements in it 
which build the work and without other external aspect. According to Abrams in A 
Glossary of Literary Terms: 
The objective criticism approaches the work as something which stands free 
from poet, audience, and the environing world. It examines the literary work 
based on the work itself, without connecting it to other aspects outside the 
work including the historical and social background, or the biography of the 
author. The objective criticism focuses on the literary work from the intrinsic 
elements such as setting (place and time), theme, character, plot, which build 
the work (1981: 37).  
 
Objective criticism is suitable to analyze the intrinsic and hidden messages that Jean 
Kwok tries to deliver to the reader through Kimberly’s acts and struggle to escape 
from poverty.  
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C. Method of the Study 
Method of the study gives explanation about how the writer conducted his 
study. This section explains about the steps and what the writer done to complete the 
study. In this study the writer used library research method which means the writer 
collecting data from books and other printed materials to support the research. There 
are two kinds of data that used by the writer: primary data and secondary data. 
Primary data for this study is a novel entitled Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok. 
Secondary data are the theories that support the study. 
There are five steps to conduct this study. The first step the writer read the 
novel Girl in Translation several times until the writer summarized the core of the 
novel. The writer also read it with close reading method which means read in detail to 
get deeper understanding. 
The second step, the writer formulated the problem formulation. There are 
three problems that formulated by the writer. The first problem focuses on the 
poverty that described in Kimberly’s life. The second problem deals with the way 
Kimberly escape from poverty. The third problem will analyze the message that 
hidden in Kimberly’s act of struggle to escape from poverty. 
The third step, the writer collected theories and references that support the 
analysis of this study. Every research always needs support from the experts. 
Theories and references from the experts are important to give academic explanation 
about the analysis so that the analysis has strong ground to stand as an academic 
research. 
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The fourth step, the writer done the analysis based on theories and references. 
The analysis focused to answer the problem formulation. The writer collected 
required data from primary source, novel Girl in Translation, and then applied the 
theories to the data to find the answer.  
The fifth step, the writer drew a conclusion based in the analysis to enclosure 
this study. The conclusion covers all the process of the analysis. It summarizes all the 
analysis until the answers were found.  
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS 
 
The main purposes of this analysis are to answer the questions that mentioned 
in problem formulation. There are three questions in problem formulation, so this 
analysis is divided into three parts. The first part is to look for Kimberly’s poverty 
described in the novel. The second part is to understand how Kimberly’s struggle to 
escape from poverty. The third part is to analyze the messages that reflected through 
Kimberly’s struggle.  
 
A. Kimberly’s Poverty 
Kim Chang or in the novel always called Kimberly is the main character in 
this novel. She is an eleven year old girl who moved from Hong Kong to New York 
only with her mother. In Hong Kong, before she moved to New York she had a fine 
life in a fine house with her parents. Everything has changed when her father died and 
she had to move to New York with her mother. 
 Actually Kimberly and her mother moved to New York to get a better life but 
unfortunately in New York they live in poverty. They live under poverty line because 
they must start all over again from the very bottom. This condition makes Kimberly, 
an eleven years old girl, must starts struggle to live. In this part, the writer focuses the 
analysis on some conditions which suitable with the characteristics of poor people 
and support the idea that Kimberly is living under poverty line. 
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1. Live in Terrible Apartment 
One of characteristics of poor people is living in a worst place or lack of 
lodging (Smith, 2005:33). Kimberly’s apartment in New York is very terrible and 
under acceptable living standard. The apartment is used to be an abandoned 
apartment. As an abandoned apartment there are a lot of damages and broken interior 
like cracked walls, torn paint layer, broken glasses. As an uninhabited place, insects 
and rats like to live there. At the first time Kimberly sees the apartment she feels 
unsafe. That feeling appears because the apartment look very old and even the stairs 
are cracking for each step.  
Lives in an apartment which very dirty and unhealthy makes Kimberly’s 
mother worried. Her mother worried if Kimberly will get sick from it. It can be seen 
from quotation below. 
Ma said, “Of course not. I know you’re both very busy and you haven’t seen 
the apartment we’re in, but it is not very clean.” Ma meant that it was below 
acceptable living standards. “And I don’t believe it is a safe place for Ah-
Kim” (p30). 
 
From the quotation above, it is stated clearly that the apartment is unhealthy and 
below acceptable living standard. It is also a dangerous place because the window has 
no glasses and a thief may break into the appartment.  
The unhealthy condition can be seen from the rats and cockroaches which 
always come. Kimberly and her mother must keep the rats and cockroaches to stay 
away from them. It does not matter how clean they are cleaning the apartment, rats 
and cockroaches always come from everywhere. 
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Even with the spray, the roaches were impossible to exterminate. We sprayed 
all the cracks and corners with roach spray, scattered mothballs through all 
our clothes and in a thick ring around our matrass. Still, the brown heads with 
wiggling antennae appeared out of every crack (p.19). 
 
 The cockroaches are very disturbing and disgusting. It makes Kimberly only feels 
save when she sits in the center of the matrass where she can see if there are some 
cockroaches coming, “I felt a bit safer sitting in the center of the matrass where I 
could at least see any roaches coming before they got me” (p. 38). 
The most terrible thing is when the winter comes. Kimberly’s apartment has 
no heat because the heat is broken and they cannot afford to fix it. As the result they 
keep the oven on day and night to get some heat. Another problem comes when the 
oven is broken. 
It should have been obvious that the oven wouldn’t be able to take the 
constant abuse of being on morning and night, winter after winter, but it still a 
great shock when it finally broke. The cold crept in over the floor, freezing the 
water in the toilet, thickening the layer of ice over the inside of the windows. 
Ma and I huddled together on her mattress for warmth the whole night long, 
with everything we owned heaped on top of us. 
 
An oven used as a heater is showing that they are desperately poor. They are 
relying to an oven which is for some people it is not very important thing. The oven 
becomes very important because it is the only heat they have. Kimberly and her 
mother realize that they cannot go through the winter without the oven and there are 
no other options except to call a repairman to repair the oven. 
. The moment of poverty is shown again when even the repairman feels pity 
for them who live in this terrible apartment. “He came in through the door, he looked 
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around our apartment with pity in his teddy-bear eyes” (p.215). The repairmen realize 
the condition of Kimberly and her mother so he does his best to fix it. Finally the 
repairman can fix the oven and Kimberly’s mother wants to give him a tip but the 
repairman refuses it. “She tried to give him a tip, only a dollar, but he folded the 
money gently back into her hand” (p.216). It shows that even the repairman can feel 
how poor Kimberly and her mother are. He feels that Kimberly and her mother need 
the money more than him. 
2. Work at Sweatshop with Low Wage 
 
Other characteristic of poverty is having lower income than others in society 
(Marcia, 2010: 10). In New York, Kimberly’s mother cannot speak English at all. It is 
impossible for her to get a job like in Hong Kong. There is no other option for her 
except working in a sweatshop. Kimberly’s mother works in clothing factory 
belonging to her sister, Aunt Paula.  
As a sweatshop worker she gets paid by piece and because of that she asks 
Kimberly to help her in the factory to increase their income. Kimberly and her mother 
only get small wages for their work even they work until very late night. Work in a 
sweatshop is not easy and dangerous for their health because of the fabric dust. 
Kimberly and her mother must deal with fabric dust and hot temperature which 
comes from the steams.  
After less than an hour in the factory, my pores were clotted with fabric dust. 
A net of red strands spread themselves across my arms so that when i tried to 
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sweep myself clean with my hand, I created rolls of grime that tugged against 
the fine hairs of my skin (p.32). 
 
Working in a sweatshop makes Kimberly very exhausted and tired. She goes 
to the factory after school and get home in late night. “That first night, we left at nine 
o’clock. Later I discovered that this was considered early” (p.36). It shows that later 
after that night they always get back home after nine o’clock. 
Working in a sweatshop as an eleven year old is illegal but Kimberly has no 
other choice, she must help her mother to fulfill their needs. She realizes that there are 
a lot of kids who have the same reason as her to work at the factory. As illegal worker 
they get paid secretly by the piece and that means more income to their family.  
I suspected that most of the other kids were at the factory for the same reason 
I was. They weren’t officially employed by the factory, but there was no place 
else for them to go, and their parents needed their help. As ma explained 
earlier, all employees were secretly paid by the piece; this meant that the work 
the children did was essential to the family income (p.35). 
 
Their hard work is not going well with the wages. Sweatshop is exploiting 
their worker. It makes the worker work for long hours with small wages under 
unacceptable working condition. Kimberly and her mother get paid per each finished 
skirt. They only get paid 1.5 cent for each skirt. This low income makes kimberly 
starts to calculate the price of a thing with finished skirt. 
“Ma also gave me $2.99 to buy a paperback Webster’s dictionary. This cost 
us almost two hundred finished shirts, since we were paid 1.5 cents per skirt. 
For years, I calculated whether or not something was expensive by how many 
skirts it cost. In those days, the subway was 100 skirts just to get to the factory 
and back, a package of gum cost 7 skirts, a hot dog was 50 skirts, a new toy 
could range 300 to 2,000 skirts (p.58). 
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From the quotation above it can be seen that everything is expensive for Kimberly 
because her low wages. With the low wages Kimberly cannot easily buy a thing she 
wants even the important things like clothes.  
 This condition also makes Kimberly trapped in circle of poverty. Aunt Paula 
says to Kimberly that whoever enters this factory will never leave this factory until 
they old. ““They enter at this table as children and they leave from it as grandmas,” 
Aunt Paula said with a wink. “the circle of factory life”” (p.31). This condition makes 
Kimberly afraid that her mother will cutting bread as an old lady for entire her life 
and they will trapped in poverty forever. 
 Kimberly has been working at the factory from eleven year old until she 
finally enters Yale University. She get used to work there and when she becomes an 
adult she can work fast to get more income for her family. Unfortunately when she 
works too fast and can make a lot of finished skirts, her wage is cut because Aunt 
Paula will not let her get more incomes.  
“There’s been a change in the factory policy“. She didn’t bother to use her 
false smile. “Due to bad economic conditions, after this shipment goes out, 
the rate for skirts will have to drop to one cent per skirt”. 
 “What?” Ma said. 
“Why?” I asked. And then I knew. Aunt Paula had seen me working fast. 
We’d started earning more, and she calculated that we could receive less and 
still survive. And I’d imagined I was impressing her (pp.164-165). 
 
Her Aunt will not let Kimberly escape from the factory easily. This fact is emerging 
her consciousness that her Aunt will not mind if she trapped in poverty. Kimberly 
finally realizes that she must escape from the factory no matter what.  
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3. Cannot Afford to Buy Clothes 
 
Lack of clothing or cannot afford to buy clothes can be considered as a poor 
(Smith, 2005:33). Low income from sweatshop makes Kimberly must think twice if 
she wants to buy new clothes. Clothes are precious thing for Kimberly, because 
clothes are too expensive for her. In her daily life, Kimberly wears home-sewn shirt 
which her mother made for her. 
To save money, Ma made many of my clothes herself, even though she 
couldn’t do it very well, so I had on a home-sewn shirt while other kids were 
wearing cool T-shirt with English saying like “Remember to Vote” (p.35). 
 
The cool T-shirt that Kimberly mentioned above actually is a campaign T-shirt which 
means free gift from the candidate. Kimberly’s poverty that described at here is when 
Kimberly looks at the free T-shirt as a precious T-shirt, it can be seen when she says 
“cool”. It proves that Kimberly is very poor and she has no clothes to be proud of. 
Another situation which shows that clothes are not affordable for Kimberly is 
when she realizes that her mother never buy clothes since they arrived at New York. 
“Ma hadn’t bought a single thing for herself in the whole time we’d been in America, 
not even a new coat which she desperately needed” (p.131). Even her mother who 
works day and night keeps her desire to buy a new coat. It is because their income is 
too low and if they spend their money for clothes they cannot afford to buy food. As 
poor people, they keep food as their primary needs and put aside the other needs. It 
strengthens the idea that Kimberly cannot afford to buy clothes. 
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Kimberly also does not have panties. As elementary student panties are not to 
important but when Kimberly grows up this become a matter. Instead of wearing 
panties, Kimberly only wears two layers of thick pajamas as her panties. “I didn’t 
have panties like other girls did. Rather I wore two layers of thick pajamas under my 
corduroy pants” (p.52). This condition makes Kimberly being mocked during her 
gym class in junior high school. She feels ashamed and then ask her mother to buy 
some panties for her. Low income makes Kimberly’s mother sees money as 
important thing that must be spend for important things like her school uniform and 
not for panties. 
“No decent girl would look at someone else’s underwear. Did they make fun 
of you today ?” In Ma’s world, underwear was something that was invicible. 
With money to scarce, she believed it should be spent on things people could 
see, like my uniform (p.130). 
 
From the quotation above it is shown that they think very hard to buy clothes because 
their low income. Clothes which still includes in human basic needs are far from their 
reach. It is a precious thing for them. Kimberly and her mother are still focusing their 
money to fulfill their hunger. All of those facts support the idea that they cannot 
afford clothes.  
 
B. Kimberly’s Struggle to Escape from Poverty 
 
After identifying Kimberly’s poverty, the writer goes to analyze Kimberly’s 
struggle to escape from it. In this part, the writer focuses on what Kimberly does until 
she gets success and becomes a surgeon. The struggle that Kimberly does in the novel 
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is a struggle against fate or destiny where she is struggling to change her fate from 
poor to get a better future. 
1. Study Hard 
 
Kimberly is a diligent student and she is talented in school. Although she has 
to face the moments where everything is falling down but she keeps her education on 
the right track. Live in a new place and new language where everything is different 
makes Kimberly has the hard times. Bad apartment and bad financial problem never 
distract her from studying. Kimberly keeps her study as the most important thing in 
her life.  
In New York she must help her mother in the factory. She goes to factory 
after her school and that makes her has double identity. The identity of being a 
student in the morning and a sweatshop worker at evening is what Kimberly does 
every day. This condition makes her do not have enough time to study but she proves 
it that study can be done everywhere. 
Homework is a parameter for the teachers to see whether a student was 
studying at home or not. Kimberly knows it very well and basically she likes to 
impress her teacher. After working hard in the factory and come home in very late 
night she keeps doing her homework. The writer finds an implicit quotation that 
shows Kimberly always stays up until late night to do her homework. “No matter 
how late I stayed up to do my homework, I almost never remember Ma going bed 
before I did” (p.53). From the quotation beside, Kimberly tries to tell that her mother 
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is a hard worker but in the same time she also tells the reader that she always stay up 
until late night to do her homework.  
Another situation which supports the idea that Kimberly always studies hard 
is when Kimberly arrived at New York for the first time and she only knows a few 
words of English. This is the real homework for Kimberly. She realizes that if she 
wants to success in her new school she must understand English language. Her effort 
to learn English starts when she bought a disctionary and read it every day until she 
could understand each word. 
I had to perfect my English. Not only did I write down and look up the words 
I didn’t know in my textbooks, I started with the A’s in my dictionary and 
tried to memorize all the words. I made a copy of the list and stuck it to the 
inside of the bathroom door (p.86). 
 
From the quotation above, she even sticks a copy to the inside the bathroom 
door. The purpose is she can read it while she is taking a bath. It shows that Kimberly 
always reads it every day and this is proving that Kimberly does study hard to 
understand English language. The writer finds that Kimberly does not want her time 
gone for nothing. As long as she can study she will study no matter when or where.  
Another fact that can strengthen the idea that Kimberly does study hard is 
when she is always borrowing book from library and does her homework everywhere 
she can.  
Our class went to public library once a week and I always took out a stack of 
books, starting with the embarrassingly thin ones for little kids. I slowly 
worked my age up. I took these books with me to the factory and read them 
on the subway. Almost all of my homework was done either on the subway or 
at the factory. For bigger projects, I caught up on Sunday (p.86).  
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From the quotation above, it shows that Kimberly always studies whenever and 
wherever she can. She also uses the entire source she can get to study like public 
library. She also states clearly that she had done her homework in subway or at the 
factory. She uses her free time to study and this shows that Kimberly does study hard.  
In the factory, there is schedule when a shipment is going to send out. When 
this time is coming Kimberly and her mother must stay at the factory to make it done 
in time. There is an occasion when Kimberly has an oral test in the next day after the 
shipment. The oral test is very important for Kimberly and she knows she must do her 
best. Unfortunately when the oral exam nearly comes she has no time to study 
because must work until late night because the shipment at the factory will go out. In 
this moment Kimberly shows her struggle of study hard, instead of take a rest after 
work at the factory she stays up for all the night for studying. 
A shipment needed to go out at the factory the night before my big oral exam, 
so we didn’t get home until past two a.m. I stayed up the rest of the night 
studying and didn’t sleep at all (p.187). 
 
The quotation above proves that Kimberly studied very hard. It shows that 
Kimberly stayed up the rest of the night to study for her oral exam even she feels very 
tired and sleepy after working from the factory. Her passion about study is very 
strong. She does feel very tired but she keeps studying for her oral exam. Study is an 
important thing for Kimberly that she cannot let it go from her. She gives her best 
because she realizes that only through education she can help her mother. 
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Many other kids just shrugged when he criticized them or gave them failing 
grades. They had already given up. But I had just come from being a star at 
my old school, where I’d won prizes in Chinese and math in interschool 
competitions. I would have given anything to do well in school again because 
I didn’t know how else I would be able to help Ma and escape from the 
factory (p.59). 
 
From the quotation above, it is stated clearly that study hard is the only way to help 
her mother to escape from poverty. Kimberly would do anything she could in her 
study. Her great effort of study brings a good result. After graduated from elementary 
school she gets into private school with full scholarship and continues her study to 
Yale University also with full scholarship. In the end of the story Kimberly becomes 
a surgeon and lives well. It shows that study hard is one of her struggle to escape 
from poverty. 
 
2. Work Hard 
 
As an eleven year old gird, Kimberly starts to work at sweatshop to help her 
mother to fulfill their needs. Working in a clothing factory is very hard for an eleven 
year old girl and it is actually illegal but yet she never complains about the job 
because she needs the money. She does her best to help her mother.  
I returned to ma and resumed work but I was exhausted. I’d been there for 
three hours. I kept waiting for Ma to say it was time to go home. Instead, she 
pulled out a container of rice cooked with carrots and a bit of ham: we would 
have dinner at finisher’s table. I couldn’t complain. She’d been there much 
longer than I had (p.36).  
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Kimberly realizes that her mother feels the pain more than her. She cannot complain 
because there is nobody will help her except herself. Kimberly becomes independent 
girl and does work hard for her family. 
Another fact that shows Kimberly always work hard is stated clearly by 
Kimberly herself. In the novel, Kimberly said it by herself that she is a hard worker. It 
happens when she wants to impress her teacher, Mr. Bogart, to get acknowledgement 
because she fail to claim intelligent from him.  
My only hope was to impress Mr. Bogart with my industry when we cleaned 
the classrooms after school. If I’d lost any claim to intelligent here, I could at 
least show him I was a hard worker (p.27). 
 
Kimberly always works hard since moved to New York because no one will 
help them. Her father is died and she is the only hope for her family, unfortunately 
her family is just her mom. Another occasion that shows Kimberly is working hard is 
when she must stay all night working at the factory. “If a shipment was going out, we 
had to stay at the factory until our work was finished, even if that meant staying all 
night (p.53)”. Working in a sweatshop in the evening and studying in the morning at 
school are very hard to do but Kimberly goes through all of it and it shows that 
Kimberly is working hard for her life. 
 When she gets to Yale University, she still works hard. She works four jobs at 
a time until she graduated. “We got by on scholarship and loans. I worked four jobs at 
a time while I was student, but still graduated with honors and then moved to Harvard 
medical school” (p.290). It shows that the spirit of working hard is in Kimberly’s 
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blood. She spends her childhood working hard until she grows to be an adult. Her 
work hard gives her a great result. Kimberly finally becomes a surgeon and brings her 
mother to a better living place. The writer finds that her work hard is one of her 
struggle to escape from poverty.  
 
C. The Messages Revealed Through Kimberly’s Struggle 
Based on Beaty and Hunter in New Worlds of Literature, “message is an easy 
conclusion that can be simply stated or summarized inside a work of art” (1989: 900). 
The writer reads closely and deeply page by page to discover the hidden message that 
the author tries to deliver. Kimberly’s way of life is inspiring and has some messages 
in it. By understanding Kimberly’s struggle to escape from poverty, the writer finds 
some messages that the author tries to deliver. In this part the writer focuses on 
summarizing the novel and analyzing the message.  
1. Education is a Way to Escape from Poverty 
 
Kimberly lived in poverty since she moved to New York. As an eleven year 
old girl, she cannot do much except study. Based on Kimberly’s experiences, she 
changes her fate by her effort and makes it from zero to hero story. She started as a 
poor girl who works at sweatshop and ended as a success surgeon. 
 In order to change her economic condition Kimberly needs a way. A way 
where she can escape from poverty and leads her to be a success person. In the story 
Kimberly shows that she is in a track to escape from poverty, that is education. A 
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track which getting bigger and bigger as she grows up. Her effort in her track of 
education leads the writer to find a hidden message in the story. 
 Kimberly believes in education. It can be seen from her struggle by studying 
hard until she gets scholarship to Yale University. Her scholarship to Yale University 
is the ticket to change her economic status until she becomes a surgeon. From 
Kimberly’s way of success the writer finds the message that education is a way to 
escape from poverty.  
Kimberly’s mother is a teacher in Hong Kong, as an educated person she 
believes in education and encourages Kimberly that education is a way out for them 
to walk a way from poverty. The prove that can support this idea is when Kimberly 
does not want to go to school because she gets her first zero from her teacher, her 
mother tell her that she is a bright student and that can save them from poverty. 
At my stricken look, she hastened to reassure me. “That’s all right. That’s 
what a parent is for, to do whatever is necessary to give her child a good life. 
But you, don’t forget you were the smartest student our primary school in 
Hong Kong had ever seen. Nothing can change how bright you are, whether 
your current teacher knows it or not. Most important, nobody can change who 
you are except you (p.48).   
 
After her mother tells her about how important education is, Kimberly 
finnally realize what she must do. It is too late for her mother to get the chance to 
change their life because she is too old to start over again. It is a different case with 
Kimberly, she is young and still has a long way to reach her dream, in other words 
there still a chance for her in to get a better life.  Kimberly knows that only through 
education she can help her mother to get a better life. Her father is dead and she is the 
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only hope. Kimberly does not want her mother works in the factory for entire life. 
After she knows the fact that without good education she will never get good job and 
good wage. She realized that education is a way to escape from poverty and she gets 
back to school again.  
I had to go back to school on Monday. Pa was dead and no one else could 
save Ma from this life. The image of Ma cutting treads as an old lady in the 
factory was unbearable (p.48). 
 
Kimberly has her courage back to step her feet at school. It is just her 
beginning of her long journey. She knows that she has a problem with her English. 
Kimberly faces it by studying more hard than ever to learn English. She does 
everything to improve her English because if she wants to success in her new school 
she must understand English. She writes down every word that she does not know 
and look it at dictionary.  
I had to perfect my English. Not only did I write down and look up the words 
I didn’t know in my textbooks, I started with the A’s in my dictionary and 
tried to memorize all the words. I made a copy of the list and stuck it to the 
inside of the bathroom door (p.86). 
 
From the quotation above, the writer sees that even when Kimberly takes a bath she 
still studying. She stuck the copy of her dictionary inside the bathroom door. She 
does not want to let the time slip for nothing. 
The other occasion which shows that education is a way to escape from 
poverty is when she struggle with her new shool. In her new school she must deal 
with new language and new culture. This new condition makes Kimberly needs time 
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to adaptation. Although she has a hard time in school but she must keep going and 
never give up. It is because only education which can save them.    
Many other kids just shrugged when he criticized them or gave them failing 
grades. They had already given up. But I had just come from being a star at 
my old school, where I’d won prizes in Chinese and math in interschool 
competitions. I would have given anything to do well in school again because 
I didn’t know how else I would be able to help Ma and escape from the 
factory (p.59). 
 
Kimberly said it clearly that she does not have other way than through school to help 
her mother escape from factory. This shows that education is very important and 
Kimberly must do her best. 
As a sweatshop worker who always gets home very late, Kimberly has so very 
little time to study. Instead of take a rest she keeps studying. Another situation that 
shows her big passion of study is when her oral exam and shipment nearly come 
together.  
A shipment needed to go out at the factory the night before my big oral exam, 
so we didn’t get home until past two a.m. I stayed up the rest of the night 
studying and didn’t sleep at all (p.187). 
 
She chose to stay up all night studying for her oral exam. Although her body is tired 
but her spirit is never tired to study. From this occasion the writer finds the fact that 
supports the message of do not stop studying whatever the condition 
Another facts that support the idea that Kimberly believes education is a way 
to get out from poverty is when her boyfriend, Matt, gives her a choice. Matt gives 
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Kimberly choice between him and her education. Kimberly’s answer is clear, she 
chooses her education because it is the only way to escape from her poverty. 
Matt, I can’t give Yale up. Come with me. We could get an apartment close to 
school. You could get a job there. I’m sure. And later, I’ll become professor 
or a doctor, and we can do the most exciting things together. Travel. Have 
adventures. It’ll take time but eventually maybe you wouldn’t even have to 
work (p.266). 
From the quotation above can be seen that Kimberly has confident that if she goes to 
Yale, she can bring her and her boyfriend to a better codition. The writer finds that 
implicitly Kimberly wants to say that with better education she can get a better job 
and better income. Those facts support the idea that education is a way to escape from 
poverty.  
2. Never Give Up 
 
Another clue that leads the writer to find another message is Kimberly’s spirit. 
A great spirit is needed to living day by day in Kimberly’s life. From the start she 
lived in poverty until she become a surgeon, her spirit is never fade away. It is not 
easy to change her condition from poor to rich. It needs years of struggle and 
hardship.  
Kimberly has a long process to change her economic status. It is not a one 
night process. She falls but she rises again, she gets hurt, but she gets recover again. 
In this long process the writer sees a message. A message that lies in the process of 
Kimberly’s struggle to changing her fate which shows strong spirit and effort.     
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Being a student in the morning and a sweatshop worker in the evening would 
make some people give up one of those activities. Instead of giving up, Kimberly 
does her life without doubt and keeps going. It can be seen when she can manage her 
time between studying and working until she get scholarship to Yale. 
In the novel, Kimberly always has to deal with a lot of problems in her life 
since she was eleven. Kimberly’s childhood is very hard but she can handle it with 
her never give up spirit. Based her experience with all her problems, the writer 
catches never give up upon situation as one of the messages that the author wants to 
deliver to the reader.  
Moving from Hong Kong to New York makes Kimberly facing a lot of 
problems she never imagines before. Problem after problem always coming but 
Kimberly never give up. The first prove can be seen when she arrived at New york 
for the first time. When she arrived at New York for the first time she cannot speak 
English much, but she does not give up and keeps struggle to understand English. 
I had to perfect my English. Not only did I write down and look up the words 
I didn’t know in my textbooks, I started with the A’s in my dictionary and 
tried to memorize all the words. I made a copy of the list and stuck it to the 
inside of the bathroom door (p.86). 
 
She starts from very beginning, she start to learn with the A’s in the dictionary. 
Language barrier does not make Kimberly surrender, she keeps fighting to learn 
English to make up her study in the school.  
This never give up message can be seen again when Kimberly facing her 
problem with her teacher in her new school. Kimberly’s teacher does not recognize 
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Kimberly as a clever student. There is an occasion that her teacher gives Kimberly a 
zero in a test because he assumes her for cheating. This zero mark breaks Kimberly 
heart until she skips school for several days. Finally she talks to her mother and her 
mother gives Kimberly a good advice that brings back her courage. 
At my stricken look, she hastened to reassure me. “That’s all right. That’s 
what a parent is for, to do whatever is necessary to give her child a good life. 
But you, don’t forget you were the smartest student our primary school in 
Hong Kong had ever seen. Nothing can change how bright you are, whether 
your current teacher knows it or not. Most important, nobody can change who 
you are except you (p.48).   
 
Kimberly’s mother makes Kimberly realizes what she must do. Kimberly realizes 
who she really are and where should she belong. She realizes that she cannot give up 
her education. If she gives up her education, she and her mother will trapped in 
poverty forever. Her mother is her spirit and her motivation that can make Kimberly 
strong to face all the problems, put herself together again, and step her foot at school 
again. 
I had to go back to school on Monday. Pa was dead and no one else could 
save Ma from this life. The image of Ma cutting treads as an old lady in the 
factory was unbearable (p.48). 
 
 Kimberly’s spirit to fight all her problems is very great. No matter how hard 
the condition she always faces it and never run away. She knows that she is in very 
hard situation, under poverty line that there is only small possibilities that she can 
escape from it. It is hard to escape but instead of give up she still keeps her struggle 
without a doubt.  
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Another occasion that shows her never give up spirit is when she has limit in 
her English language and unfortunately her teacher did not give her any mercy for 
that. She looks at her friends in her class room and realizes that she is not the only 
one who has a problem with the teacher. 
Many other kids just shrugged when he criticized them or gave them failing 
grades. They had already given up. But I had just come from being a star at 
my old school, where I’d won prizes in Chinese and math in interschool 
competitions. I would have given anything to do well in school again because 
I didn’t know how else I would be able to help Ma and escape from the 
factory (p.59). 
 
 Based on the quotation above, in Kimberly’s mind it is alright if her friends 
are giving up but not for her. Give up is not an option for Kimberly. She know where 
she stands. She believes that in education she can survive.  
There is another occasion that can show Kimberly’s endurance of hard 
situation. Her teacher gives her  a homework about social life where she must listen 
to a radio to know about what is happening in current situation. After school she must 
work at the factory and no chance for her to listening to the radio but amazingly she 
does the homework at the factory. She never gives up and always finds a way to do 
her homework. 
At the factory. I kept the radio on while we were working, and tried to gasp 
the main events, but the boiler was right next to our work station and made a 
regular hissing sound, drowning out many of the words (p.134). 
 
Even it is so hard to do the homework at the factory, she keeps doing it until she done 
it. Kimberly’s spirit of never give up is as hard as a rock. Her life is beyond 
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imagination of normal life. She has double tasks as a student and a factory worker. 
Instead of surrender she keeps her struggle and faith until she gets the scholarship to 
Yale. 
 Nothing can stop Kimberly to get out from poverty. Her choice is strong and 
full of faith. Her faith is tested by her lover when her lover asks her to give up her 
scholarship and gets a life with him. Kimberly loves her boyfriend but she chooses to 
get her scholarship than him. She cannot give up her golden ticket to escape from 
poverty for a love.  
Matt, I can’t give Yale up. Come with me. We could get an apartment close to 
school. You could get a job there. I’m sure. And later, I’ll become professor 
or a doctor, and we can do the most exciting things together. Travel. Have 
adventures. It’ll take time but eventually maybe you wouldn’t even have to 
work (p.266). 
 
Kimberly has been in poverty for a long time and knows exactly the pain for 
being poor. Kimberly loves her lover but she cannot bear anymore poor condition. 
Kimberly realizes it is not only about her life but also her mother’s life. She has 
struggle hard for the scholarship, study day and night just for that. She is not giving 
up her dream away. Dream to escape from poverty and get a better life for her and her 
mother. This fact strengthens the message of never give up. In life there are always 
choices but the matter is how strong people hold their choice and never give it up. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study is to reveal the message that hidden under the main 
character’s struggle to escape from poverty. Kimberly as the main character in the 
novel Girl in Translationby Jean Kwok must struggle hard since she was eleven year 
old. Kimberly and her mother were trapped in poverty since they moved to New 
York. The writer believes that there are some hidden messages that the author wants 
to deliver. Therefore the writer conducts this study and by analyzing the story the 
writer can draw some conclusions. The conclusion is divided into three parts 
according to problem formulation. There are Kimberly’s poverty, Kimberly’s struggle 
to escape from poverty, and the message revealed through Kimberly struggle. 
In the first problem formulation, the writer analyzes Kimberly’s poverty. 
From the analysis, the writer finds that Kimberly’s poverty are; live in terrible 
apartment, work in sweat shop with low wages, and cannot afford to buy clothes. The 
answer of first problem formulation leads to answer the second problem formulation. 
In the second problem formulation, the writer focuses on Kimberly’s acts as 
her struggle to escape from her poverty. From the analysis, the writer finds that 
Kimberly’s acts of struggle to escape from poverty are study hard and work hard.  
From the answer of second problem formulation, the writer can continue the study to 
answer the third problem formulation.     
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In third problem formulation, the writer finds the messages based on the 
answer of second problem formulation. The writer finds that the messages in the 
novel are education is a way to escape from poverty and do not give up upon 
situation. No matter how hard the economic condition, people should never leave 
school. Education is a way to get better a future. If people give up their education 
because of their economic condition, they are also giving up their possibility to get a 
better job. As the result, they will stay in poverty and trapped in a circle of poverty. 
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